MANAGED
DEVICES SERVICES
YOUR DEVICE INVESTMENT SHOULD BE GROWING YOUR
PRODUCTIVITY – NOT YOUR TO-DO LIST
Today’s fast-paced business environment requires technology to have greater agility while maintaining performance than
ever expected of previous systems. Employees that thrive in today’s environment rely on an array of modern computing
devices, not just their workstation that remains within your corporate firewall.

HOW MONTRA CAN HELP
Montra’s Managed Devices program was designed to alleviate the burden associated with the management and
maintenance of all the devices that your business relies on. We will keep all devices up to date with the latest technology
versions, ensuring that you avoid any security risks or compliance violations. Through this support, we bring predictability
to device management so you can focus on driving business innovation. Our devices program aims to support and
maintain:
• Any Network-Connected End User Device
• Servers
• Power Devices
• Server Processors
• Network Components
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GAIN FULL VISIBILITY INTO YOUR
COMPLIANCE STATUS
Montra’s Managed Devices Services allows you to embrace
the efficiencies of added devices on your network while
minimizing the risk and liability. While our experts manage
your systems, you know that your devices are running the
latest technology versions and security patches. You can
access any of this data through our single-pane management
interface VIA.
VIA provides you with instant access to information
about any system, change management, or user in your
environment. With VIA, you can be sure that your partnership
with Montra will allow you to minimize operational complexity,
maximize your IT investments, and experience a significant
and measurable reduction in risk.

SERVICES INTEGRATED INTO YOUR
EXISTING OPERATIONS
Montra designs all of our service offerings to integrate seamlessly within your operations for minimal disruptions
to your day-to-day business.
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ABOUT MONTRA SOLUTIONS
Montra Solutions is a software-enabled managed services provider specializing in Cloud, Security, and Infrastructure solutions.
Headquartered in Atlanta, Montra simplifies the management of increasingly complex IT operations with software that better integrates
and automates the monitoring and management of modern IT. Montra’s innovations are enabling scalability and consolidation for the
highly fragmented, multi-billion-dollar managed services industry.

montra.io

+1 404-665-9675
info@montra.io

